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I m ploughing through memnory (my own) on this, but it seems to me that
tapes would be considered as published material, cited in the usual way.
So, there should not be a problem (has the MLA caught up with this one
yet?)
IN any case, print this out and consider it written permission to cite from
the tapes.
1

I remember ref erring to a PBS piece on bioethics when doing a paper on
selective nontreatment of birth defective newborns, and quoted Joseph
Fletcher. I ran the show•s title and broadcast date
as part of the citation.

Patrick
psullivan@brook.edu
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COPYRIGHT L~W

damages from the producers of the television series.Sinum and Simun. 11 At:issue
was an episode in which the father and son detective team investigated~~he mur·
dcr of a rctircc.J FBI agent who believed John Dillinger. a onc:·time public: enemy
number l. was not killed by poHce outside the Biogi=aph cheater in Chicago in
1934. Jay Robert Na."h ~ued CBS Inc .• MCA Inc.~ Unive:-sa! City Studios and
others alleging that they had violated his copyright on several ~ooks in whii:h he
maintained that DiJlinger learned of lbe trc1p polio: set for him and induced a
smaU·timc huodlum ro t:ike his pJacc. The court concluded that the producer.s had
indeed based the episode on Na!d,.s books but ruled that the author's analysis of
historical events is not protected by copyright. The court wrote: '"The .first per-

son to conciude chat Dillinger !iUrvivcd docs not get dibs on history. if Dillinger

an ...

survived. that fact is available to
Because today's news is tomorrow·s history. the principles appiied in the
cases above aJso appty to the coverage of nc..•·ws events. A reporter \~ho reads
about a newsworthy disclosure in another publication. or sees an account of it on
television. is not prevented from deveioping the same story. Reporters ~ free co
go to sources mentioned in another's story and learn from them what they can.
Reporters aiso can seek out other sources who know something about the event.
A:> long as the resulting story does noc quote substantiaJJy from the original story,
or paraphrase it without offering new information or insigJus. there is no risk of
bc:ing penalized for copyright violation.
The importance of research. no\ only for journalists. but for all creators of
copyrightable works. ::annot be: overemphasized. Oae who does research. oi who
possesses unique creative talent in any medium. has· the capac1ty to produce original works. By definition. the pUJ:"l'OSc of copyright law is :o protect original
works. However. the law aJso recognizes that on occasion even the most creative
persons cannot ?resent something new without borro~ing from an existing work.
This recognition originally was e:stabHshed by the courts as the doctrine affair
use. Since !9i8. that doctrine has been a part of the statute itself.
·

~~

:::::.;, The Doctrine of Fair Use==============
Fair use. as dctined in section 107 of the Convr!Jht Acc. P-ermits one author.
comooser. or artist to borrow limited amgums of matenaI from mother witbo11t
s~kim? ocnnission. lt has nothing to do with the fact that honesty requires :l.r1Y
iaker. no matter how incons
· his taking. to' !rive credit to his sources.
~ecuon
. - savs that one author can quote another .. for purooses sud1 as crit•
icism. comment. news reporting. teaching ... , schofarc;hic. or research·· without
Tx?fringing cooyright. Tc:achers arc permitted
reproduce copyrighted macCria&
for classroom use if it is done soontaneousiv. This means that ~ teacher who liads
an anide in a magazine perrin~nt lo the co'ursework can copy it without pc:rmi:t-"
sion and distribute it to the students. However. if the article is of such value: tW

to
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the teacher plans to make it part of the course. the law requires r.bat ·permission
be obtained from the copyright owner.
In determining whether a u~ is fair or not. section 107 requires co4r.ts ro consider the following factors:
(1) the ouroose and character of the use. including whether such use is of a com!11CJ'Cia4 nacure or is for nonorotit cdu;aciona1 ournoses·

(Zl the ·natUre of the copyrighted work
(3) the amount and subsUlntiality of the portion used in rciation to the \:Opyriehtcd work as a whoJe
(4) enc effect of the lile upcn the potential market for or v~uc of tbe copyrighted
work.

Congress did not simply pick four principles out of the blue when it wrote Section· 107 into the Copyright: Act. Its definition of .. fair use ·· was distilled from a
number of court cases which~ over che years. had recognized that the ·Sta1uce then
in effect could not be enforced as it was written. Under its cerms. an~ cop.ying
without permission. no mauer how minor. was an. infringement. Scric:tdnterpretation of the law would have stifled both scholarship and the marker for popular
literature., film. video and radio programming. and music. More than a cenmry

ago. courts·bC2an stretching the: law to accommodate scholar!v research and ~ric.icism of the arts. Thus~ in 1841. in resolving a dispute between two biographers of
George Washington. Justice foseph Story wrote. '"No one can doubt that a reviewer may fairly cite largely from the original work. if his design be r.eaily and

truly to use the passages fur fair and reasonable comment ....i:
·
However. it was not until the middle of this
century that courts became willing to e.."<tend che
Rosanont Entr!rprises v.

R.arr.dom House, 366 r .2d
203 (2d Or. 1966); cert.
denied, 385 U.S. 1009, 87
S. Ct. 71~ 17 L.Ed.2d 546
(l96i).

doctrine of fair U!>C to protect works aimed at the
popular market. Tne tirsr case that did so is
Ro.semonr Eiuerprises \', Random Howse . In it.
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the S~ond CircuiL
estabiished precedents on which Congress relied
in drafting section I07. The book involved in this
landmark case was a bio~rsphy of Howard Hughes.
At one eime. Hughes was a higrd >· visible public figure. Born· to 1Neafth. Ile enlarged hi~ inherited fortune by providing services {0 the oi) industry.. o~ producing movies. and by building aircraft during World War ll. Physically attractive.
he was the companion of the most beautiful movie stars (.lf the erci. But in his 13.ler
years. he retreated from public view. living in etaborately guarded hideouts. seeing no one ~xcept a few £rusted ~sociales. He protected hi~ privacy with unmatched z::at and di~couraged aH attempts to pry into his life. This made him
even more a subjc:c: of public curiosity.
ln 1954. umk mag:l.Zine capicati~t.'<l on that curiosity by publishing· a series of
three artidcs recounting some of the more interesting ~pisodes in Hughes':s Hfe.
1:.

,.:C>i!fum v.

M~h.
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Changing

Boundaries
of
Computer Ethics
Introduction

This thesis is going to consider factors which contribute to
computer user attitudes regarding the ethics of participating in
activities such as computer hacking, computer privacy, computer
piracy, and computer crime.

Through understanding ethical behavior

with an in-depth review of each activity we can learn ways to
influence computer ethics with many users.

The discussion of the

changing boundaries of computer ethics will be visible throughout
the thesis.

It is not surprising to find that many people do not

consider any usage they do on the computer to be improper or
unethical.

For many,

it may be that the technology of computer

usage somehow dehumanizes unethical behavior by making it appear
to be victimless cnme.
With the advances of computer technology in the past few
decades, the power wielded by those who control electronic
information has increased exponentially.

This power has inevitably

brought about conflicts of values and has created new areas of
reflection and concern.

Since the opportunity to use and misuse

computers is becoming increasingly accessible to more and more
people, the study of ethical behavior in relation to technology
(specifically computers ) has become a significant topic.

Ethical

behavior in relation to technology is not independent of other forms
of ethical acts.

However, the nature of computerization suggests

2

some special issues in which questionable acts occur in the context of
working with computers.

It will also show that the legal system

constantly lags behind issues raised by technological change.
The Merriam-Websters' dictionary defines ethics as "the
discipline dealing with what is good and bad and with moral duty
and obligation.

It is a set of moral principles or values." ( 19 9 3

There is a distinction between the terms moral and ethical.

: 3 9 s)

"Moral

refers to conformity with generally accepted standards of goodness
or rightness in conduct or character."

"Ethical refers to conformity

with an elaborated, ideal code of moral

principles." ( Defoie,

Par ad ice, 19 91: 1)

Fowler,

Anyone using computers should take the time to

understand the following four ethical philosophies for resolving
moral and ethical conflicts and what each deals with in regards to the
term ethics.
"Egoism is a doctrine that. individual self-interest is the actual
motive of all conscious action".
"Natural law refers to the belief
that moral laws apply to humans by virtue of their nature as
rational beings".
"Utilitarianism deals with the belief that those
actions are right that produce the greatest good for the greatest
number of people."
"Respect. for persons maintains that people
should be treated as an end and not as a means to an end and that
actions are right i r everyone adopts the moral rule presupposed
by the action." \Oefoie, F ow l e r, Pa r ad i ce , 1 99 1: 1 )

Ethical issues arise whether the technological topic deals with
engineering, law, or computers.

3

Method

of

presenting

project

The MLS program at I. U .S.B. is not a traditional masters
program.

The program is unique,

because it allows the student to be

creative and expand on his or her interest.

This project's approach

will focus on the use of multimedia technology in discussing the
changing boundaries of computer ethics in today's world.

The

software used is Asymetrix Tool book, version 3 .0, August 1994.
hard copy of the thesis will be installed on a CD.
the CD will be film, pictures, voice and text.

A

Incorporated within

The CD will offer several

menus to allow the viewer to freely move within the project.

One

of the films being used will be from a national television program
(NBC Dateline) on hackers shown in the fall of 1992.

There are also

segments of tape from a computer ethics conference sponsored by
ACM in 1994.

After the project is completed,

the multimedia part

will be installed on the University of Notre Dame electronic network
for interested viewers.

The project is to be used as an educational

tool to explain what computer ethics is and how people abuse
computer ethics.

Included in this thesis is a recommendation by

ACM (Association of Computer Machinery) from a study it conducted
in 1986.

The ACM panel's recommendation deals with how to

promote

effective legal and ethical use of the technology.

4

Hackers
The invention of the computer has clearly proven to be one of
the greatest scientific advancements in the last century.

As modern

technology has advanced through the years, so has society's utilization of the computer.

The proliferation of personal computers and

the more recent reliance on inter-computer networks has generated
worldwide subcultures of users who roam through computer and
telephone networks.

These users are seeking passwords and special

computer-access codes in hope of gaining access into a computer
system within a bank, hospital, business, individual, or the government.

Computer raiders who attempt such acts are termed ."hackers"

or "crackers", and the abuse itself is known as "hacking."

The

purposeful introduction of a computer virus into a system or network is another consequence of hacking which could be very senous
to a business or to the common user.

Questions arise on whether or

not a hacker should be prosecuted by law.
seriousness of the

This depends upon the

damage done, and the very difficult question of

deciding when the hacker goes too far.

The Social Evolution of Hacking.
recent phenomenon.

The term "hacker" is not a

Steven Levy , in his book "Hackers: Heroes of

the Computer Revolution," claims the earliest hackers were students
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the early l 960's.
These hackers were specialists in putting together pieces of
telephone circuitry and successfully tracing the wiring and switching
gear of the MIT network.

In the l 970's a new generation of hackers

s

developed at MIT and at Stanford University.

They were dedicated,

innovative computer programmers whose goal was to liberate
computing technology for the good of all.

They believed in and

religiously adhered to the "Hacker Ethic,"
Access to computer - and anything which might teach you
something about the way the world works - should be unlimited
and
total.
Always
yield
to
the
Hands-On
Imperative.
(Levy,1984;2 7)

This mold of hackers resented any person, physical barrier, or law
that tried to prevent them from learning about computer systems.
Their world consisted of taking things apart, seeing how they work,
and using this knowledge to create new and even more interesting
things.

At that time, "hacking" was considered a more noble set of

activities than those described by the criminal acts of today.

Levy

describes hacking of the 60's and 70's as an elite art practiced by
small groups of extremely gifted but socially inept individuals who
were Ii ving the future of computers and having fun at it. (Le vy , 1 9 8 4 ;
2 6, 2 7)

Their chief interest was in understanding systems down to

the last chip and down to the last line of the operating system code.
It was their major source of self-esteem, challenge and socialization.
While they were living out the Hacker Ethic which was their dream
world,

computers became more widely available across the country.

A badge of honor for hard-core programmers was being called a
hacker.
Given this history, one can see how the term "hacker" used to
be held in a positive light before the media exploited it.

In the

beginning computers did not deal with communication with other
computers, but were used for file processing.

6

A hacker was able to

master getting into his or her school's or company's computer at will
and really had no reason to cause harm..

The problem started when

communication between different computers became available to all
computer systems.

As the hackers began to break into other

computer systems, the media adopted a kind of "outlaw-geek chic"
and hacker became a dirty word, raising the image of some teenager
launching nuclear missiles or playing with your credit rating.
( swart z, 19 9 2 ; 6 3 )

The blockbuster movie titled "War Games" aided m

giving hackers such an image when it portrayed a teenager's ability
to play havoc with the North American Air Defense Command
computer.

It illustrated , to the general public , both the allures and

the dangers of computer trespassing and generated a great deal of
concern.

Levy, on the other hand, describes "War Games" as a movie

about a hacker who broke into computer systems innocently following the Hands-On Imperative. This was another example of the
Hacker Ethic.

To be able to defy a culture which states that 'thou

shall not touch this', and to defy that with one 's own creative power
is the essence of the Hacker Ethic.

( Le vy , 19 8 4; 4 3 6, 4 3 7)

Steven Levy theorizes that concerns about hackers ' views came
to light as commercial interest took over the software industry.
Software was not for just anyone to use , it belonged to those who
paid for it to be written,
age" of hacking, was dead.

and once this had happened , the "golden
( F o r ester

and

Mo r r i son,

1 9 9 o; 42 , 43)

The

world of hacking was no longer provided with virtually free access to
a computer system.

Richard Stallman, a well known hacker in Levy's

book, describes passwords and copyrights as blasphemy.

"I don't

believe that software should be owned ... because (the practice )

7

sabotages humanity as a whole.

It prevents people from getting the

maximum benefit out of the program's existence."

( Levy, 19 s 4; 4 2 s )

In

response to the commercialization of software, hackers developed a
very different set of values beyond innocent curiosity.

With these

different values (e.g., breaking security codes to cause damage in the
computer system, stealing information to be sold to highest bidder)
hackers began to get involved in breaking into networks all over the
world.

(Forest e r

and Morrison,19 90 ;42,4 3)

To this day , as a result of various different philosophies, there
IS a wide range of definitions applied to the term

"hacker".

Accord-

ing to William G. Flanagan and Brigit McMenamin, in their article
"The Playground Bullies are Learning How To Type," there are
basically three types of computer hackers.

First, there are the

simply "curious kids" whose main goal is intellectual exploration and
the acquisition of knowledge.

Second, there are the "stunt" hackers

who like to crash computer systems and introduce viruses and
Trojan horses into networks simply "for the sheer fun of it."
there are the elements of the "hacker underworld."

Third,

This group is

made up of members of organized crime, extortionists, credit card
thieves, vengeful former employees, and former "stunt" hackers who
see an opportunity for profit from their talents.
McMenarnin, 199 2; 187)

( F lanaga n

a nd

Hacking is now viewed by the information

processing environment as any computer-related activity which Is
not sanctioned or approved by an employer or owner of a system or
network.

This definition is at the heart of an ethical perceptive ,

concerning computer hackers.

8

Why do hackers "hack'"!
computers.

True hackers can't learn enough about

It seems analogous to an addiction.

Professor Marvin

Minsky of MIT argues, "there is nothing very special about hackers they are simple people who have a particular obsession."
and

Morrison,

1990;45 )

(Forester

As these comments suggest, hacking is

sometimes viewed as a hobby with intellectual appeal.

Like solving

a crossword puzzle, the guessing of passwords and inventing means
of bypassing file protections presents obstacles so intriguing that
some individuals will go to any length to solve them.

Security

measures taken to protect computer systems can make hackers more
tempted.

The tighter the security, the more skilled the hacker that

breaks it, and the greater the sense of achievement.
demonstrate his or her computer power,

In order to

hackers often steal or alter

data, cause massive damage, and disrupt business and research.
Burt Sloane, a former hacker (age 20), says, "A true hacker
has to be a kid with lots of time ... (breaking into systems) takes a lot
more time than it used to.

In the old days, if you could break into a

system, you could do anything.

These days, the security is getting

very good."

It appears as though most hackers are

(Rogers,

1983; 44).

bright, young males, many older hackers can be found around
research labs and university computer clusters.
"Echo Man," 16, "Three Rocks," 15, and "Uncle Sam," 17, were
teenagers who made free calls by using their computer to break into
the Sprint telephone service computer to look for valid phone or
credit card access numbers.

The local police monitored the bulletin

board that the three teenagers had used to post the access numbers
they had found.

The teens were charged with felony theft and wire
9

fraud.

The teens had to pay for the calls that were made with the

access numbers they had stolen, plus write a ten page report on the
"costs" of computer hacking.

(W i l l a ms

a nd

sand za, 1985; 7 6)

In a highly publicized case, a group of Milwaukee youngsters,
calling themselves the 414's after the city's telephone area code,
used home computers to tap into several computer systems including
Security Pacific National Bank in Los Angeles, the National Nuclear
Weapons Laboratory in Los Alamos, NM, and New York's Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.

The 414's , some of whom met at an

Explorer scout post sponsored by IBM , went joy-riding along Telenet,
a national computer datalink network , and discovered computer
access codes through trial and error by trying one password after
another.

One compromised computer detected the unauthorized

break-ins and notified Telenet which assisted the FBI in tracing the
calls to Milwaukee .

Two FBI agents subsequently arrived at Neal

Patrick's house (age 17 and one of the 414s ).

The 414's broke into

more than 60 business and government computer systems in the US
and Canada and captured the media's attention. ( Marbach

and

Rwe s e n er,

1983;42-44 )

Another, potentially more serious , form of hacking has been
through the creation of computer viruses .

A virus is designed to

affect the computer system it attacks and may destroy data or
simply frustrate the user.

Once a computer has become infected with

a virus, it sometimes takes days or months to disinfect the computer.
Today there are over 1,000 known viruses, 100 of which are
reported regularly.

One of the more serious viruses discovered was

the Michelangelo virus of 1992.
10

The virus was designed to strike on

the late artist's birthday, March 6, and destroy information contained
within any system it infected.

Michelangelo caused millions of

dollars of damage to systems around the world, and has become the
second most common virus.

(Flynn, 1992;30, 31)

Robert Morris, Jr., a graduate student at Cornell University,
released a "worm" into the Internet.

A worm is "a program that

replicates inside one computer and spreads to computers on a
network."

Morris's worm program was put "on the Internet, crashed

about 6,000 computers and cost network managers between
$150,000 and $200 million in man-hours to deworm their systems."
(Goldberg, 19 9 o; 18 )

The technique Morris used to bring thousands of

computers to a halt through the Internet portrays the modus
operandi of hacking.

Here, Morris used hacking in an unethical

manner by attacking computers and therefore causing them to crash.
MoITis was convicted of violating the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
of 1986, but he only received three years probation, $10,000 fine,
400 hours of community service and had to pay his probation costs.
(Flanagan

and

McMenamin, 1992;187 )

How does Morris's sentence deter

anyone from putting other programs on a network causing serious
problems to unsuspecting computer owners?

It appears that you can

get away with a criminal act using a computer.

The business world

views Morris as a villain, but the world of whiz kids may see him as
a hero.
A favorite target for hackers is a public access fraud or PBX
fraud.

PBX's are the pieces of hardware that have replaced most

switchboard operators and are found everywhere a customer has
multiple incoming and outgoing phone lines.
I I

This form of fraud

involves breaching the PBX and acquiring a company's long distance
calling codes.

This information is then shared via computer bulletin

boards, cellular phone paging systems, and more recently, via
compromised voice-mail systems.

Perpetrators coordinate their hits

to get the most mileage out of a PBX before its owner realizes what is
going on and shuts it down.

They are also becoming better at cover-

ing their tracks through "looping,"

which is calling from one PBX to a

second, to a third, all on 800 lines, before making their long-distance
calls.

PBX fraud has become quite an expensive problem.

Currently

at issue is who should foot the cost: the phone company or the violated company.

Due to the difficulty in detection and the question of

fiscal responsibility, PBX hackers often go untouched.

( Zipser, 1991;

24,26,56)

One characteristic of hackers is that they do not keep their
illegal exploits to themselves.

They boast on underground bulletin
"'

boards and in their publications about what they have and can pull
off.

An example of this boasting would be the 911 file taken from

BellSouth and put on an underground bulletin board.

This file had

information about the vital 911 telephone emergency phone
network.

The file was not as valuable as alleged, but its theft and

possession got a lot of hackers into serious trouble.
12

t

(Karpinski, , 199 0 ;

13 )

Hackers even have their own magazine , the Hacker Quarterly.
An issue of this magazine contained articles on how to crack COCOTS,
customer-owned coin-operated telephones, and get free long distance
service.

The publisher of this magazine advises readers not to try

this at home, but the easy to follow instructions are right there and
12

the readers do not always follow the publisher's advice.

Hack-Tic,

an even bolder magazine published in Amsterdam, contains even
more do-it-yourself information.

(Flanagan

With all of this information available,

and

McMenarnin, 1992; 187, 188 )

it invites curious computer

users to commit these crimes.
Hackers also have conventions to discuss their trade.

There

was one in Las Vegas recently, where they discussed how to
infiltrate computer systems and other hacker topics.

These hackers

flaunted the law by sending out invitations to the FBI and Secret
Service, and having a "spot the Fed" contest.

(Armstrong, 1994 ; 34)

The

laws are lax and the government does not appear to understand the
crimes being committed.
authority or the law.

As a result hackers have little respect for
It seems that computer crime keeps getting

more advanced and technical and the laws cannot keep up with the
cnme.
Computer hackers perform activities that raise ethical issues as
well as legal problems.

The activities which raise legal problems are

generally more threatening and capable of causing real danger to
people's lives.

However,

the difference between the two types of

issues varies with the degree of actual damage done and with the
amount of money needed to replace the items damaged.

These cases

of hacking involving worms and viruses can cause entire systems to
shut down.

Sometimes hackers simply send viruses that contain

obscene messages while others create viruses that contain "time
bombs" which at a certain time and date perform a task such as
simply destroying all files and data

13

111

a computer.

The most important aspect of systems penetration is the extent
to which it may go unreported.

Everybody's willing to tell you what

a big problem it is, but people don't like to come forward - it's not
something that makes the system administrator look particularly
brilliant.

(Zipser,

Fear of bad publicity to the company and

1991;24)

the lack of clear laws regarding unauthorized intrusion of computer
systems are at the root of this problem.

Detective William Hart of

the NYPD special funds squad, says, "Financial institutions on Wall
Street, for example, are very competitive.

They would just as soon

swallow a loss from a computer break-in than allow Miss Cupcake in
Iowa to read about it in the Wall Street Journal, have her investors
pull their coupons out, and then suffer a multimillion-dollar loss
because of the public loss of confidence in them."
Res en er, 19 8 3 ; 4 6)

( Marbach

and

In addition, prosecutors who go against such joy-

riding hackers must prove criminal intent.

For example, in a store, if

someone goes into a back office where they don't belong and
management catches them there, is the store going to prosecute or
just tell the party to leave because they do not belong in that room?
"If kids are jerking around and enter a computer system as a lark
with no intent to do damage, we would be less likely to prosecute,"
says Rudolph Guiliani, US attorney for the Southern District, New
York.

(Marbach

and

Resener 1983; 46)
I

Given these two perspectives,

companies have no real incentive to take action against hackers.
What is the Social Dilemma regarding hackers?

Despite the

public's impression of hackers, there are benefits that may be
derived from such activity.

In many instances the breaching of a

computer system can provide more effective means of security in the
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future, so that other hackers

are prevented from causing real harm.

Also, given that more and more information about individuals is now
being stored on our computers, often without a person's consent or
knowledge, is it not reassuring to know that some citizens are able to
penetrate these databases and see what is going on?

From this point

of view it can be argued, as it is by many hackers, that hackers
represent one way in which we could prevent the creation of a more
centralized, even totalitarian government.

With the possibility of

terrorist acts becoming more technologically sophisticated, the
government uses convicted hackers to help improve existing
security.

Other convicted hackers use their knowledge of computer

security to benefit commercial and public institutions. ( Forester

and

Morrison,199 0 ;49 )

The bottom line through all of this discussion, and the very
issue which troubles society, is that a balance must be struck
between the ethical difficulties that are attached to activities such as
hacking and the greater public good that may or may not arise from
them.

A challenge is present for every sector of society, from

families and educational institutions to government and business.
How can society nurture computer talent and appropriately deal with
the computer criminal?
The question has to be asked about the existing laws that still
do not address the issues of computer information that is available
and computer crimes.

Laws that are applied to computer

information are extremely vague.

The Electronic Communication

Privacy Act of 1968 covered only voice communication and did not
include computer information.
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As of 1983, only half of the states

had laws against computer crime, and many break-ins,

such as those

performed by the 414's, were not covered by existing legislation.

To

address this lack of laws and the dilemma presented, the Association
for Computing Machinery hosted a Panel on Hacking on April 3-4,

1985, in Menlo Park, CA.

The meeting was organized to investigate a

way to deal with criminal activity via computer, while at the same
time aiding legal developments by other agencies.
panel was facing was two-pronged:

The problem the

"a means must be found to deal

more effectively with the career criminal through the legal system
while channeling the teenage hacker's unbounded inquisitiveness
into constructive learning and use."

( Lee,ec

al,1985;297 )

The panel discussed how society dealt with computer misuse
and how it dealt with it ethically.

The first issue dealing with

misuse, had to do with the idea that no serious prevention could be
done in this area because there are only a few laws on computer
cnme on the books.

The reason for this was the legislature did not

have any idea how serious the problem of computer hacking was to
business and the government.

On the ethical side, unless it is real

property, how can hacking be a computer crime if you break into
another system and just browse?

The panel felt such requirements

for responsible use should be introduced at the earliest level of
education that includes a computer curriculum.

( Lee,ec

al,1985;298)

The following points were raised by the panel as
recommendations to promote legal and ethical use of technology.
1. Federal and state laws shou Id be passed that are consistent and
enforceable.
These should include consistency in the
treatment or electronic in formation as real property, as well as
in the treatment of wiretapping, EMS/EFT, and electronic
records.
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2. A "code of responsible use" should be developed within the ACM
curriculum lhat can be introduced into the classes and that can
be used by other youth organizations as an educational tool.
(Lee,

et al, 19 8 5; 298 )

3. Interested high school students should be allowed greater
access to advanced computers and networks.
Through working
with computer professionals on a "real" system, these students
would learn through direct experience the importance of data
security and protocols.
4. Young students could be apprentices to local companies.
5. Create an organization for education and improvement of
skills
6. Media could be provided with news from experts which would
help in gaining insight to the technological aspects of
articles.
7. A technically sophisticated magazine be established to
challenge the reader. ( Lee, et al, 1985; 299 )

The panel suggested that a three-tiered teaching environment
be established.

In the first level, the schools could establish their

own internet called "school net".

Network protocols and operational

guidelines would have to be established.
could be used.

The school's computers

A communications network would be the second level

dealing with the students having access to the school board's
mainframe computer.

The third level deals with a nationwide

network for students.

This might be possible by extending a

university electronic network called BITNET.

The students would

create procedures that would affect all student users.

Ethical issues

and other problems would be handled by their peers, who would
have the responsibility of monitoring their system.

( Lee, et

al, 1985;

299)

The panel was in favor of shifting expenditures away from
security and into education allowing a more open forum.

They

firmly believed that the costs of such an educational environment
would be considerably less than the expenses being incurred in the
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formation of security systems and the losses being incurred as a
result of computer invasion.

(Lee, et

al, 19 85;

2 99)

The discussions of the panel concerning a more open
environment raise interesting questions:

What if the ideas of the

"Hacker Ethic" were brought back into our society?

Would a more
Because

open society no longer have a need for computer security?

of increasingly loose corporate moralities there is no reason to
believe that computer security could or should be limited.

(Neumann,

1991;106)

It can be argued that computer break-ins are categorically
unethical.

What good is the installation of computer ethics, as

suggested by the panel, in stopping misuse if computer security
techniques and the laws are deficient?

Some ACM Committee

members have suggested that, "because attacks on computer systems
are immoral, unethical, and (hopefully) even illegal, promulgation of
ethics, exertion of peer pressures, and enforcement of the laws
should be major deterrents to compromises of security and
integrity."

( Neumann, 1991;1 0 6 )

It is agreed that there is a dire need

for better teaching and greater observance of ethics to discourage
computer misuse.

While ethics and good practices are extremely

important, they address only a portion of the issue.
Even though many of the panel's recommendations have been
put into motion, the lack of existing laws is the missing part of the
puzzle which needs to be addressed.

The Computer Fraud and Abuse

Act, passed in 1986, included digital, data, and video communications
between computers and humans, but it was vague as to whether or
not hackers should be punished if they did not intend to do damage.
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(Schwartz, 1991;15 )

This was a step in the right direction, but with the

evolution of new technologies these laws will once again need to be
updated.

New computer criminals will seize their opportunities

during the lag between the release of new technology and the
revision of the laws that relate

to such new technology.

of this discussion it is clear that there is a
laws dealing with computer systems.

Through all

need for strict enforceable

As Arthur R. Miller, professor

of law at Harvard Law School put it, "We can't have horse-and-buggy
laws in a Buck Rogers Era."

(Ma r bach

a nd

Resener, 1 98 3;

4 6)

Unless

laws are enacted, determined hackers, motivated by espionage,
terrorism, sabotage, curiosity, greed, or whatever, will continue to act
as they have.
Hacking crimes , for the most part, are

How far is too far ?

relatively harmless to systems.

However, no matter if damage is

done to a computer system (intentional or not ), hackers should be
prosecuted when they are caught at the point of unauthorized access.
Once a company system is accessed , valuable information is at
jeopardy of being lost or placed into the wrong hands.

Unauthorized

access, in and of itself, not only violates the company, but it also
violates human rights.

The present need for companies to improve

their computer systems and make them access-proof results in
significant costs.

These costs are then transferred to the consumer

both directly and indirectly.

In one way or another hackers affect

each and every person, and steps must be taken to prohibit the
altering or stealing of company assets and records.
Computers create tension between privacy and openness.
all want

We

governmental data to be public and open , and everyone
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should have the right to search government databases electronically.
But on the other hand, everyone

feels that data about ourselves -

aggregate data - should be kept secret and unavailable.
( st o 11, 1 9 9 3 : 2 7 4 )

Until our society understands that our networks are

built on the moral concept of honesty and trustworthiness, the only
way to stop the determined hacker is by threatening him or her with
strict laws which will be enforced, not once damage is done, but at
the point of unauthorized access.

Hackers who are motivated to

upend a computer system pose a serious threat which cannot be
taken lightly.

The world has become so dependent on computer

systems that a hacker bent on sabotage or greed could cause a great
catastrophe.

Once a hacker has accessed a company's computer

system without permission he or she must understand the grave
nature of his or her act. With no guarantee of personal responsibility,
social sanctions are a must.
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Privacy
We currently live in a high strung, fast paced society where the
slow and inefficient fall by the wayside.
tension is thick.

Corporations must be effective and cost efficient m

order to create a profit.
more workers are hired.
improves.

Pressure is heavy and

The more prosperous the corporation, the
As employment increases, cost of living

But to achieve efficiency do corporations, or employers m

general, have the right to limit, or in some cases take away the Right
of Privacy?
The topic causing all of the controversy is that of electronic
monitoring, both secret and known, of employees by management
(employers).

Electronic monitoring involves the use of specialized

computer software for the gathering and analyzing of data to
measure the quantity and quality of work being done by employees.
Monitoring allows the employer to supervise and evaluate
employees' performance electronically.

It is difficult to decide

whether one side or the other is right or wrong or if neither is right
nor wrong.

Law makers who are currently looking into these issues

have the same concerns.

The labor unions and the business

associations are also lobbying their argument to anyone who will
1is ten.
According to the International Labor Organization (ILO),
"employees are monitored to check work flow, investigate thefts,
review job performance, prevent harassment, prevent personal use
of software, and investigate industrial espionage."

The study also

states that although other countries allow monitoring of employees,
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the American employee is the most susceptible because the others
cunently have restrictions, and the U.S. has none. ( ILO
Workers

losing,

Aug

3, 1994)

study

on

U.S. House Representative Pat Williams,

the author of a monitoring restriction bill, "states that as many as 26
million employees are subject to secret monitoring of their computer
files."

(Hanson, June

19, 1994 ;C3)

Monitoring used to be done by the employer physically
standing with the employee, viewing and evaluating each and every
move with a stop watch while documenting the results on a clip
board.

With the evolution of computers and technology, monitoring

today can be done by timed keystrokes, chair sensors, location
badges, telephone taps, computer screen capture, and voice stress
readers, and e-mail.

The introduction of computers has made it

easier and faster to monitor the employees secretly.

The use of these

monitoring devices are soaring.

In 1991, $17 5 million worth of

monitoring programs were sold.

This figure should continue to grow

at fifty percent a year until at least 1996.

( By 1 in sky, Aug

4, 19 91; 14 o)

Privacy is a very sacred freedom to the people of America.

The

groups, who argue against the legality and morality of electronic
monitoring, use this feeling to strongly push their view on the public
and lawmakers.

By creating a sense of threat to this freedom, they

hope to overcome the intense lobbying of the management.

Some of

the major organizations that comprise the group are: Nine to Five, an
Atlanta based work advocacy group, International Labor
Organization (ILO), and Communication Workers of America (CW A).
Some of the

groups' arguments against electronic monitoring are:
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(1) little information is actually obtained, (2) it is disruptive to the

employee/employer relationship, and (3) potential negative impacts
of monitoring on workers' health.
This first argument used by the group stresses the fact that
certain surveys conclude that very little relevant data is retrieved
from electronic monitoring.

ILO released a study on August 1, 1994,

which states "in a survey of 393 Canadian, European, and American
firms, over two-thirds of the firms responded that their searches and
electronic monitoring were ineffective or counterproductive." ( r LO
Study

of

Workers

Privac y BNA, Aug
I

3 1994)
I

They also state other

countries such as Australia, Belgium, Germany, and Sweden restrict
monitoring without a decline in any productivity.

This group states

that this shows the information gathered is not needed for
businesses to be successful.
Another argument which is used to degrade electronic
monitoring is the strain that is placed on the employee/employer
relationship.

It is the employee's belief that in most cases,

electronic

monitoring signifies a lack of trust by the management and thus
causes lower motivation.

Nine to Five also says that monitoring

"undercuts morale, treating workers as the enemy instead of team
members."

( Hanson, June, 19 9 4; 3c )

One of Canada's top computer

lawyers, Brian Bawden, states "people become passive, like prisoners
in

a kafkaesque state who have lost all control over their existence,

or they fight back, learning how to beat the system." (Bernstein, Dec
31,1993;Bl)

A corporate truck driver whose position was being

monitored stated "I used to love my job because you were on your
own.

No one was looking over your shoulder.
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You felt like a human

being, and one of the team.

Now I feel pushed around, spied on.

There's no trust, no respect anymore.
us."

(Bernstein, Dec

31, 1993 ;Bl)

It's them against

As the feeling of lack of trust increases
<...;

among the workers, the general quality and customer service may be
lowered while the turnover and absenteeism rates increase.
Another argument presented relies on all of the negative
medical effects that have been linked to electronically monitored
workers.

One of the negative aspects is the stress involved with

monitoring.

A study by the University of Wisconsin and the

Communication Workers of America was conducted to analyze the
medical problems.

The survey covered employees of

telecommunications companies in the United States.

It reported that

monitored workers encountered more boredom, high tension,
extreme anxiety and depression, anger, and severe fatigue than nonmonitored workers.

It also stated that moni tared workers also

tended to experience more musculosketetal problems and headaches.
( ILO

Study

I

Workers

Privacy BNA, Aug
I

3; 1994)

In response to this

survey, the CW A stated "Ironically the stress that is derived from
electronic monitoring may reduce the productivity that such
surveillance is intended to increase."

( Hanscn,Ju.:-i e

19,1994;B7)

There are positive contributions of electronic monitoring.

One

of these positive contributions came from Mac Hanabrough, co-owner
of National Telecommunications Services Inc. in Washington DC.
Hanabrough helped another
phone solicitors.

company by monitoring that company's

The results were very positive because they

pointed out different problems that could be corrected in making
phone solicitations.

Another positive contribution has come from
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the IRS's internal audit of a region's offices.

By monitoring computer

logs, it was discovered that certain agents had taken unauthorized
looks at tax returns. ( warner,

19 9 3; 3 7)

These stories are only two

examples of the positive contributions of electronic monitoring.

The

majority of monitoring supporters are business and management
groups.

They feel that monitoring is beneficial to both the employers

and employees.

Some of the major arguments center around ( 1)

curbing illegal activities by employees, (2) improving worker
production, and (3) keeping tabs on their property.
Employers state that workers who are monitored will have less
opportunity to commit theft or illegal activities.

Illegal employee

activities are beginning to take their toll on businesses.

Nation's

Business states the "businesses are incurring big losses as a result of
employees' illegal actions that employers believe they can stop or at
least discourage through monitoring."

(Warner, 1993; 3 8)

According to

the US Department of Commerce, crimes involving computers,
telecommunications, and electronic fund transfers exceed $1 billion a
year.

In addition theft and vandalizing of equipment cost employers

more than $3 billion a year, and theft of proprietary data, such as
trade secrets, tops $2 billion annually.

Workplace theft of all types

costs employers more than $40 billion a year."

( Warner, 1993;38)

One strong group of supporters for electronic monitoring is
professionals in the telecommunications field.

A good example is

General Electric's Answering Center in Louisville.
200 agents answer over 14.000 calls per day.

At their Center,
They are supervised

by ten "coaches" who secretly listen in on the phone calls.

These calls

are recorded and later played back to the employee along with the
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coach's comments.

The result of this activity is 96% customer

satisfaction. (Byl insky , Nov

4, 199 1 ; 131 )

Restricting electronic monitoring would reduce the means that
employers have of improving the workers' efficiency.

The employer

would not be able to keep data on the rate of keystrokes or the
timing of activities.

Without this data the employer can't rate the

employee adequately with past performance and other employees.
This could also hinder the employee's time frame for pay increases
and job promotions.

The employer would also be unable to set

future goals for the individual or department.
Monitoring would also allow management to do a better job of
personal management.

Electronic monitoring provides a fair means

of judgment because it will not be biased on race, gender, or personal
feelings.

The monitoring is impartial and accurate.

collected also will help the evaluation process .

The data

The data is available

quickly and will allow the worker .to be aware of his or her
performance.
Another argument associated with the lobbying for legalized
electronic monitoring centers around the idea that the employers are
simply keeping track of how their property is being utilized to
improve the business.

The Na ti on al Association of Manufacturers

states that a lack of monitoring "would prevent business from
enforcing policies against personal use of phones or computers, m
effect curtailing a company's ownership rights to its own machinery.
It would also take away the employer's right to determine what is
appropriate use of office equipment."

(Hanson, June 19, 1994; 3C)

employers feel that since they invested their money in the
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The

employees and the equipment, it is their right to monitor any use of
their capital.
One of the most interesting discussions of monitoring is
regarding

employees' E-mail.

intrusive, and unethical.

Many employees find this to be

The increasing prevalence of E-mail

monitoring suggests that executives do not feel that even monitoring
potentially personal communication among employees is unethical.
E-mail in general has been hailed as a possible substitute for the Post
Office in the future; a future that may very well be a "paperless"
society.

In today's workforce, employers often supply their

employees with E-mail to make communication easier.

An author

can send a copy of his or her latest book to his or her publisher
without paying the book rate of the post office, and it can arnve
almost instantaneously.

An accountant can remain in constant

contact with a client, even if travel takes the accountant to a
different part of the country.

And, anyone could send a message to a

co-worker down the hall with details of the solution he or she found
for his or her current project.
for using the company's E-mail.

All of these seem justifiable reasons
But what about all the personal

activity on a corporation's E-mail?

Does one's productivity decrease

when too much personal time is taken during company time; time
that could be spent creating value for the company?

Ensuring that

the E-mail system is not used unproductively is one reason why
proponents justify employee monitoring.
The type of monitoring of employee performance usrng
computer and/or telecommunication technology is more specifically
the analysis of an employee's E-mail.
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( Ottensrne y er

and

Heroux, 1991; 52 0)

This brings to light the ethical dilemma surrounding E-mail in the
workplace.

Does an employer have the right to monitor the

transactions that take place on an employee's computer?

Does an

individual's right to privacy make such actions unethical or even
illegal?
Imagine this: In reading an employee's E-mail, it is discovered
that this employee has been sending frequent messages to his wife at
home who also has an E-mail account.

Assuming that this employee's

productivity has not decreased, what relevance does this information
have and what right do the employers have to know what was said
between an employee and his wife?

Employee monitoring has raised

questions because of situations like this.

If these were written

letters sent through the United States mail, the employer would have
no right to view the contents because of federal regulations.

But,

because the system is owned by the business, and the worker 1s
using business time when writing the messages, the company
justifies looking at the messages to ensure that there are no
violations of company policy.
When the Christopher Commission was investigating the Los
Angeles Police Department following the beating of Rodney King,
"seven hundred offensive messages sent between officers" were
found.

(Newbury.Aug.

1993: 168)

Had someone been monitoring the E-

mail messages of the officers in this department. the issue of racism
could have been addressed before an incident like the beating of
Rodney King.

(It is not intended that racism be viewed as the only

issue in the King case, but if it had been addressed prior to the
incident, racism may have been eliminated as an issue in the case.)
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Educational sessions could have been scheduled and the proper
people could have been reprimanded.
Who in this country can forget the Iran-Contra affair?

Few

people know that Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North's "E-mail messages
were one of the principle sources of the information used against
him." (Newbury ,Aug

1993; 168)

If there had been an independent

individual monitoring North's account, then the Iran-Contra incident
might have been avoided altogether.

Proper persons could have

been made aware of the talks going on between Colonel North, Iran,
and the Contras, and proper steps could have been taken to stop the
transaction in its tracks.
In the early part of 1993, Eugene Wang, an employee with
Borland International, "was charged with passing sensitive company
documents to one of Borland's chief rivals, Symantec Corporation."
After Wang left for Symantec, his E-mail account was searched and
there was sufficient evidence to name Symantec President Gordon
Eubanks as a defendant in the case against Wang.
19 9 3; 16 8)

( Ne w bur y , August

Had the E-mail account been monitored during Wang's

tenure at Borland, the passing of secrets

to Symantec could have

possibly been stopped.
These E-mail controversies are not isolated incidents.

These

incidents do offer justification for the monitoring of employees' Email messages.

As indicated, if all of these situations had been

monitored, they may not have become a major ordeal for those
involved.

Money, jobs, and reputations might have been saved.

When a message is sent via E-mail there is one intended
recipient; the person or group the message is addressed to.
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No one

else should be able to read the message's contents.

A letter received

at home should not be opened by anyone else except the person
whose name is indicated on the envelope.

Why should a letter at

work, even in electronic form, be subject to different rules?
"If you received a sealed letter addressed to you m your
mailbox at work, and your employer opened the letter and read it,
you probably would consider it an invasion of privacy.

As

Americans, we feel that our mail is privileged and private, regardless
of where or how we receive it."

This quote is by Paul Simon, U.S.

Senator and author of the Privacy of Consumers and Workers Act.
(Long,Aug,

1993;171 )

In addition, an employee's desk cannot be searched to simply
look around and see what is there.
individual's files.

The same rule applies for an

Companies cannot even monitor phone

conversations unless the employee is made aware of the practice.

As

William Gates, chair and CEO of the Microsoft Corporation points out,
"people expect exactly the same thing from E-mail that they expect
from voice mail or from a conversation - that is. no monitoring or
bugging."

( Long,

Aug,

199 3 ;1 71)

In addition to employee privacy, employee dignity is also an
issue that generates opposition to the monitoring of E-mail.

To create

dignity, there must be a mutual trust between executives and
employees.

If management wants to be trusted to run the company

as they see fit, there must also be trust of the employees.

If

management exhibits distrust, it will foster distrust among the
employees.

The employees must be able to develop some pride m
"If 'big brother' is constantly watching,

themselves and their work.
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there is no way that can happen ... Employees become paranoid."
(Newbury,Aug 1993;170)

There are many reasons why the monitoring of an employee's
E-mail is such an ethical dilemma today.

The first is that most

companies do not address ethics in the workplace.

The second

reason monitoring of E-mail has become such an ethical battle is that
there really are not many laws that address computing technology
and its uses and abuses.

The United States Constitution protects the

freedom of speech among many other things, but the "government
has yet to devise a consistent approach to computer privacy issues,
in part because they have only recently had to face them directly."
(The Economist. May 4th, 1991: 21)

laws to clarify the issue.
and mistrust.

It appears that there are not many

This inevitably leads to confusion, anger,

There are some pieces of legislation which have been

applied to the debate over the legality of monitoring employee Email, but they are not complete enough to do an effective job of
answering all questions.
"Laws governing internal E-mail communications are like a
patch-work quilt," says the Washington director of Computer
Professionals for Social Responsibility.

(Newbur y, Aug, 1993; 168)

Even

with the current legislation, which is not much, the issue of the
legality and morality of employee E-mail monitoring remains
clouded.

There are solid arguments for the justification of E-mail

monitoring, and the invasion of privacy that E-mail monitoring
represents.

One's opinion on which argument is "correct" will depend

on where his or her values are focused.

Persons who are more

concerned with the well-being of a company will be in favor of
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employee monitoring because it gives managers more information
about their workers, and as of now, it's legal.

So, why not?

On the

other hand, those who are more concerned with the personal wellbeing of the employees will see E-mail monitoring as a violation of a
person's privacy and dignity.
In order to solve this ethical debate, there will need to be
cooperation from three sources: the educators of our society, the
corporations of our society, and the government.

For there to be an

immediate effect, the corporations will need to make the first move
since "fewer than ten percent of them have a policy on E-mail
privacy."

(New bur y , Aug, 19 9 3 ; 16 8, 16 9)

employees are aware of expectations.

Corporations need a policy so
An effective policy can be

implemented immediately within a corporation.

Whether or not the

policy is ethical could be addressed by the employees.

Even if the

employees do not agree with the policy, at least they will be aware of
what is permissible within their office and they may have the
opportunity to discuss the problems.

Through trial and error, the

policy will become productive in that it will be enforceable, it will fit
the company's culture, and it will allow for the incidental and
occasional use of E-mail for personal communications.

If an

employee was prohibited from calling home on the telephone, there
would be an uproar.

He or she should, therefore, have the right to

send an occasional personal message.
The second burden of providing the solution to this ethical
problem falls upon the government.

The government will need to

create legislation stating specifically what is and is not permissible rn
the electronic monitoring of employees publicly or privately.
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Because of the legislative process, this could take time.

That is why

the initial responsibility needs to fall upon the companies
themselves.

There needs to be a quick solution because of the large

number of employees being unethically monitored.
Finally, the education system in this country needs to step up
and begin introducing young children to the ethical situations
surrounding computers.

Some of the reasons why current corporate

workers are so confused while others are apathetic is that computers
are a new encounter for them.

These people may not be aware of

the possibilities that computers provide and at the same time are
completely unaware of the problems that go hand in hand with the
possibilities.

The earlier people are introduced to computers, the

more time they will have to become accustomed to them, and the
more time they will have to begin to respect the power that
computers create.

The Journal of Business Ethics expressed it well m

saying that "a need exists to expose students to the different
situations that develop as a result of our increasingly electronic
world."

(Athey,

Once these students are introduced to the

1993; 3 64 )

electronic world, they can be taught what is ethical and unethical.
Most people will make ethical choices if all of the appropriate
information is presented to them.

Our educational system could be

the party to present all of the information.
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Piracy
Years ago, the word "piracy" meant robbery on the high seas.
Today, "piracy" refers to an unauthorized use of another's production,
invention, or conception, especially in infringement of a copyright.
( Merriam- Webster

19 9 3 ; 8 8 s )

In the technologically advanced world

in which we live today, the most common form of piracy is software
piracy where software programs costing hundreds of dollars are
copied from one person's computer to another.

"Software piracy,

unauthorized copying of computer programs, has long been
associated with a freewheeling subculture that evolved after the
appearance of personal computers."

( Howard,

19 91; A6)

World-wide it is a $12 billion dollar problem, $1. 9 billion
dollars in the United States alone, not including the most pirated
operating systems, DOS and Windows.

(Ludwig, 19 9 3; Fl3 )

Software

piracy is so widespread that it is estimated that for every one legal
copy there are anywhere from one to five illegal copies available.
( crann, 19 9 3;

011 )

Software companies are losing billions of dollars

because of this counterfeiting of programs, and the problem seems to
be getting worse.

Is this area a losing battle for the corporations that

develop software products?
Individuals, small, medium and large businesses are all
suspects for piracy, ranging from games, spreadsheets, and word
processing to detailed programs.
The federal copyright law gives the owner or the copyright the
ex cl us i ve rights to reproduce and to dis tribute copies of the
copyright work.
Persons who purchase a copy of software have
no right to make copies, without the permission of the copyright
owner. except to copy the sort.ware onto a single computer and to
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make another copy for archival purposes only.

Guidelin e s:Us e and the Law ,2 )

( s PA, so f tware

"There are three basic types of software; public domain, shareware,
and commercial software that attract pirates ," say Russell Lee,
University of West Florida director of Computer Services and
Information Security Management.

( Crann, 19 93 ; 011 )

There are five

types of commercial (felony) software piracy; counterfeiting, hard
disk loading, soft-lifting, electronic bulletin boards, and software
renting.

"Counterfeiting is the illegal duplication and sale of

copyrighted software in a form designed to make it appear
legitimate." ( c r a nn,

19 9 3;

01 1)

This type of piracy attracts the most

attention because companies make many copies of a software
program without a license agreement with the software developer.
They copy everything from packaging to manuals, right down to the
holograms companies place to make it harder for someone to try to
counterfeit.

s o me counterfeited software is so close to the original

. program that employees at the original software company have- a
hard time distinguishing the real from the fake.

( Lu dwig , 19 9 3 ;

Fl 4 )

Another form of software piracy is "hard disk loading whereby
computer dealers load unauthorized copies of software onto the hard
disks of personal computers." ( crann ,

19 9 3; 0 11 )

The problem with

pirated software by hard disk loading, is if the user has a problem
with the software there are no manuals , documentation. or customer
support.

Soft-lifting is another way to copy software illegally.

"It

consists of copying a legitimate program on more than one machine.
The most common area one may see soft-lifting is in businesses
when one person buys a program, then copies it onto everyone else's
machine."

( Lu dwig , 1993;

Fl4 )
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"Electronic bulletin boards are a

popular way to get copies of software programs for free, even though
it is illegal." ( Frei22rger,

1990;

Fll )

Bulletin boards are large files of

software and data stored on someone's computer that are available
to other computers through modem.
counterfeiting is software renting.

The fifth form of software
This process is now illegal due to

the Software Rental Amendments Act signed by President Bush m
1989.

"The law prohibits the renting of software without the

approval of the program's copyright holder."

(Freiberger, 1990;

Fll)

This law was necessary because people who rented software usually
made copies of the rented software for free onto their own machines.
"Rental is not rewarding the people who created the value and it's
sending the wrong message to consumers that this stuff somehow
doesn't need to be paid for, said Heidi Roizen, President of T/Maker
Co."

(Freiberger, 1990;

Fll )

Most people are under the impression

that if they bought the software, they own it, and can do with it what
they will; if that happens to be copying it for all office members to
use, then it really is no one's business.

What they do not understand

is that when they buy the software they do not own it, they have a
license to use it.

( Crann, 1993;012 )

From the small business

standpoint, they cannot justify spending $600 on a major software
package ($300 per package) in an office when only two people will
be using it.

The unauthorized copying of personal computer software

for office, home use, or just sharing among friends "represents more
than half of the total revenues lost by the industry, according to the
Software Publishers Association in Washington, DC."
Why is sofnvare piracy so popular today?

(C rann, 1993;

Software allows a

computer to do such things as perform math functions, create
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012 )

graphics, and store information.

Software, which can take maybe a

year or so to develop and can sell for hundreds or thousands of
dollars, is the set of instructions that allows a computer to perform
specific chores.

Pirating software is very easy because all one has to

do is type a few commands on the computer.

Within minutes and

often seconds the program can be copied from one computer to
another, or from one disk to another.

Many people rationalize the

ethics of this behavior by stating that if they paid so much money for
hardware they should not have to continually pay more money to get
programs to make the computer run.

Software pirating is so popular

because of the difficulty of detection and the ease of copying.
Another reason why software piracy is so rampant is that there
1s an ignorance of it in society.

"Piracy is mainly due to a lack of

awareness, a lack of education on the employee's part.
no training in ethics.

There's been

We've had to educate our users that we're not

buying the software , we're licensing it,"

says Tom Peltier, an

information security specialist for General Motors Corp. in Detroit.
( o ·Connor, 19 91;

A 7)

People do not view copying $300 in software the

same way as they see shoplifting a candy bar.
think they took anything.

People just don't

People copy everything from books to

cassette tapes to movies. It is as though copying software is not seen
as a crime, since the original is left intact.

In reality what is being

stolen is the profitability of the original.
Many users will argue that if software companies did not want
their software to be pirated they would have devised protection
devices within programs to safeguard against copying.

In the past,

many software companies have developed hardware and software
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devices in an effort to prevent the software from being copied.
These devices took a variety of forms.

One, called the dongle, was a

small plastic box plugged into a port at the back of the computer to
allow a certain program to run.
being copied, but

Programs are not prohibited from

the dongle just stops them from executing because

each program needs a matching dongle.

(Morgan

Another form of protection was laser burning.

and

Ruskell, 1987; 9)

A section of the

diskette would be burned so any physical read would fail.

This

method could also damage the disk drive for any other future use.
Other ways included finger-printing, which involved something
unique on each disk's filing system (e.g., a serial number) which
could serve as a method of protection and of detection, or encryption.
(Moran

a nd

Ruskell, 1987 ;9 )

Users argued that the encryption often

slowed down the program or made it difficult to create legitimate
back-up copies.

So what's the big deal with software piracy?

Computer

software producers are making catching and prosecuting those who
are pirating software a priority because they are losing millions of
dollars in profits each year.

In the United States alone, close to two

billion dollars a year is lost in revenue because of piracy.
loss in revenue prohibits

This huge

competition within the software industry.

The industry has downsized from 1000 companies to fewer than 100
companies and new companies are reluctant to enter the market
because the companies that remain are dominant market
shareholders.

( Know 1 es I p i racy

c

:JS

ts I 19 9 3 ; B8 )

Piracy is also inhibiting

development of new software programs, because companies fear that
there will be illegal copies limiting their sales revenue.
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Software

developers see that it may not be profitable to invest in research and
development of new products if they know they will lose so much
money due to copying.

In addition piracy increases the chances of

catching a virus on a personal computer .
not only the file you are working on ,
your system.

Catching a virus can ruin

but everything that is loaded m

For a corporation , a virus in the computer system can

mean a loss of a day's work, or even worse, a day's revenue.
The problem of software pirating is not just a problem here in
the United States, but worldwide.

Software publishers estimate that

up to $5 billion is lost annually to the European copycats.

Officials

from Lotus Development Corporation have estimated that "90
percent of the software used in Europe is illegal."

( How a rd, 19 91 ; A6)

In

Spain, Italy, Mexico, Colombia and Venezuela, "85 percent or more of
the software in use was illegally obtained."

(K n ow les, F o i lin g

In Taiwan , a woman owned a factory that was

Pira cy ,1 993 ; B6)

manufacturing 15 ,000 copies of the MS-DOS operating system and
was netting about $400,000.

( Brown,1991;

Fll )

Consumers are constantly complaining about how expensive
software is and that is why they copy certain programs from friends ,
or why companies buy one copy and then copy it onto their other
computers.

Individuals and companies should realize that software

piracy forces higher prices to make up for the lost revenues. Should
a worldwide software ownership policy be set ?

Piracy is one of the

leading issues that foreign trade representatives continue to argue
over because it is in most developing nations that the problem of
piracy arises.
the piracy.

Governments of many developing countries encourage

( Br own

I

1 99 1;F 1 1 )
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The problem of piracy in the Soviet

Union began because the software industries waited so long to enter
the market that the turmoil within the government made the ruble
almost worthless.

Now that

software companies like Microsoft have

recognized this market, they are trying to convert the illegal
bootlegger stores into legal distributors.

A new law has been passed

by the Parliament in the former Soviet Union making it illegal to
duplicate and sell software without a license.

(Hays, 19 9 3;

B4)

It is when governments and large companies start pirating
software that software publishers become most irate due to the
billions of dollars lost.

Part of the problem is also the lack of

international laws governing software piracy.

Thus, there have been

various legal motions by industry groups to try to curb the number
of pirated acts.
Despite the cultural differences that may hinder the
development of an international law against software piracy, there
needs to be some uniformity.

Software manufacturers are claiming

losses of billions of dollars due to piracy. Businesses, especially in the
computer industry, have become so international that a certain
doctrine needs to be agreed upon and followed out of mutual respect
for one another's property.

If there is some doctrine agreed upon,

who will be in charge of enforcing it?
enforcement agency?

Who will pay for the

A collaborate effort by society as a whole and

by corporations in their education, technical, and legal departments
is necessary.
The software publishers in the United States have made such
an important point about copyright protection, and intellectual
property rights,

that the Software Publishers Association (SPA) was
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formed in the l 980's to campaign against piracy.

Before the SPA

was formed, software makers relied on different

copy protection

software schemes that they thought would curb attempts to copy
programs.

But the copy protection proved highly unpopular with

users, because it was difficult to use the programs on hard disk
drives or create backup copies in case of disk crashes.
( o ·con nor,

19 9 1; A6)

Software companies have abandoned copy

protection and replaced it with anti-piracy advertising and education
campaigns that say "Don't Copy that Floppy."
occasional raids.

The SPA also conducts

The SPA , a Washington DC. based group whose

members include the biggest names in software, has been vigilant m
bringing litigation and taking action against companies that have
pirated software .

(Howard, 19 91; .:\6 )

the Software Police.

Many in the industry refer to it as

The most common targets of the crackdown are

small and medium-sized businesses that have enough pirated copies
to make action worthwhile.
The SPA's procedure is to go into businesses and organizations
to audit their computer systems for illegally obtained software.

If it

finds pirated software, the SPA confiscates and destroys the illegal
copies and fines the company the purchase price of the illegal
software that was being used.

The proceeds are then used to fund

more litigation of other companies and for education.
B 7)

(Knowle s , 199 3 ;

A July 1993 publication reported that SPA had settled "300 cases

in the past year (up from the previous year of 175 cases ), received
fines and penalties of $3. 7 million , and initiated an average of seven
new cases each week (either lawsuits or audits ). "
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( Knowles, 1993 ;

B7)

Most of the piracy cases that the SPA pursues are received
from its pirating hotline.

Many of the calls received are from

disgruntled employees. When the SPA receives a call they need to
decide which calls are serious enough to pursue.

The SPA usually

does not pursue individuals using bootleg copies at home.

Does that

mean the government is condoning individual acts of piracy?

Is it

correct to copy software if you are not making a profit off of it?

The

answer lies not only in the law and its enforcement. but in one's own
set of ethical standards.
Before the l 980's there was no mention of copyright laws
pertaining to computer software.

This was because computers were

in their infancy when the Copyright Act was introduced in 1956.
Through the development of computers software piracy has become
an issue.

It was most prevalent when personal computers (PCs)

became the most popular form of computers. \Vith laptops and
notebooks it had become so easy to pirate software that some
legislation needed to be mandated.

Finally, in 1992, President Bush

signed the Software Copyright Protection Act, Public Law 102-561,
which counted software piracy as a felony instead of a misdemeanor.
(Ludwig, 19 9 3 ; F 13 )

It stated that "persons convicted of making 10 or

more copies of copyrighted software or any combination of programs
with a retail value of $2,500 can be sent to jail for 5 years (10 years
for repeat offenders) and can be fined up to 5250.000."
( Ludwig, 1993;Fl3 )

This law makes it illegal to copy software unless a

backup copy is not provided by the manufacturer.

In that case, the

users may make a backup copy for arc hi val purposes.

For the cases

where there are less than I 0 unauthorized copies of a program, it
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counts as a misdemeanor and these small-scale offenders are subject
to civil penalties as high as $100,000 per software copyright
infringement.
There are so many ways someone can copy software, some of
which can have positive effects and serve to protect us.
hinder us from advancing?

Will the law

The law does not classify software

copying into different levels.

One author suggests the law be broken

down into three different grades of behavior: totally innocent
copying, unfair use that might give rise to a lawsuit, and criminal
piracy.

(Ka po r, 19 9 3 ; 2 o8 l

However, if you could classify copying into

different grades, what would prevent every violator from pleading
the first classification of innocent copying?

There would have to be

specific laws governing the classifications of each grade.
The government and many software companies are not
considering some of the positive effects some pirating may have:

for

example, some-one could let a friend take a copy of a program just to
see if he or she liked it.

Obviously, if the friend liked it then the

friend would probably want to buy all a copy that included the
documentation about the software.
advertisement.

This serves as a form of

If software industries allowed such testing of

programs then they might increase their sales when there is a
satisfied customer.

Of course, there would have to be a time

limitation so people aren't just haphazardly testing programs.
Perhaps the installment of a timer would be effective; after a certain
period of time, a notice flashes and says to either buy the

program~

or pay for a license to use it, or else you will lose all data files on the
program and the program will self-destruct.
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Another form of

copying that is beneficial is the sharing of information through
downloading off a data base. This can help scientists from around the
world work together to achieve advances.

People can also see the

ideas of others on a collective basis and then work to improve upon
them.
The proliferation of laws in our society leads to some

gomg

unenforced. Why wouldn't computer piracy laws fall in this
category?

It takes little effort to copy a program. For most programs

it costs 35 cents per floppy disk and a few seconds and then you
have your own copy of XYZ software.

The law may deter large

businesses from pirating because they do not need the bad publicity,
but it will not totally stop piracy among small and medium size
businesses or individuals.
circumstances,

Current law prohibits the user,

under any

from installing the same copy of software twice.

Companies are required to purchase additional programs or get a
licensing agreement.

One

suggestion would be for software vendors

to rewrite their licensing agreements to be more realistic and be
more appealing to the companies.

If they were inexpensive and

convenient, then all businesses small and large would comply.

A

solution for small businesses might be for software companies to
allow multiple installations of a single copy of software, but only
allow one copy to be in use at a time.

(Kap or , 19 9 3 ; 2

os )

Vendors and

users need to understand each other's perspective and try to work
together to come to a compromise that will satisfy both sides' needs.
Lack of education concerning the legal and ethical issues regarding
software piracy seems to be one of the problems businesses in the
corporate world need to address.
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Where do we go from here?

Individuals' attitudes will be hard

to change, but that does not mean it should be forgotten because it 1s
individual attitudes

in the board rooms of corporations that will

influence decisions on computer purchases.
changing people's attitudes and practices.

Education is the key to
Discussing the ethical and

legal issues in classes is a start in getting people to understand the
value of intellectual property and how it should be respected.
Software industries should emphasize to consumers the added
benefit of purchasing a legal copy of software as well.

If it is

adamant about cutting out all illegal copies, the software industry
should supplement its anti-piracy campaign with safeguards in the
software.

The best suggestion would be a notice flashed on the

screen of an illegal copy saying if the user did not pay to use the
copy, it will self-destruct in a certain time.
The SPA is correct in limiting its pursuit to those cases within
small and medium businesses because these businesses are using
illegal copies of software to help them conduct their business.
"Businesses are often some of the worst offenders of software
piracy.

II

(How a rd

I

19 9 1; A 6 )

The larger businesses, because they know

the SPA is conducting audits, are usually not the offenders because
they cannot afford the bad press that would come along if they were
known pirates.
small and large

The best solution may be to insure that

businesses

practice legal software policies and there-by set the

standards for their employees and their business.
One way a company can be sure that it is observing legal and
ethical software practices is by using the audit kit that the SPA has
to offer.

"The software scans every disk on a computer, looking for
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any copies of 300 or so programs sold by SPA member companies.

It

then produces a list against which a company can compare mvo1ces,
purchase orders, receipts, site license agreements, original manuals
or original floppy disks to prove that each copy was paid for."

The

SPA also has a video titled "It's Just Not Worth the Risk", which talks
for twelve minutes about the legal issues and what a company could
get itself involved in if found in violation of the copyright laws.
(O'Connor,199l;A7 )

The initiative needs to be taken by the managers of a
corporation to change their company and eliminate illegal duplication
of software.

The author of a Canadian magazine recommends six

things a company should do to get itself on the right track with
software.

First, the company should develop a written ethics

statement, detailing the company's policies regarding obtaining
software and use.

A second recommendation is to then distribute

this statement to all personnel.

Thirdly, all employees should sign an

agreement in reference to the personal or pirated software use,
stressing the impropriety of copying company software for any
purpose.

Next, the company should allocate appropriate funds in the

budget to develop policies.
software and manuals.
policy it sets forth.

Then, the company should control the

Lastly, the company needs to enforce the
Employers need to perform internal software

audits, perhaps using the SPA audit kit, at random intervals.
Perpetrators and managers should be held equally accountable, and
penalties for noncompliance should be clearly stated in both the
ethics code and the employee agreements.
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( R e snick,

19 9 3 ; 5 2 , 5 4 )

Education is another cornerstone that needs to be utilized.

It is

surprising how few people know that software piracy is illegal.
Awareness of the issue of intellectual property rights needs to be
made common knowledge in college courses, especially in classes
incorporating computer use.

Ads in magazines, on billboards, on

buses and trains can be effective in reaching people of all ages and m
all industries.
Software companies should also develop software that has
some type of warning or protection on it, reducing the ease of
copying.

Because the consumer complains about such protections

slowing down the machine, with today's technology a more
convenient way should be developed.

Software companies may not

want to invest the money in researching and developing such a
protection device, but they cannot expect the government to pay for
it all.

Of course, the added cost will be reflected in the price of the

software, but maybe if they lowered the cost of the soft-ware that
has protection on it to begin with, then more people will buy it and
then as demand increases, raise the price gradually.
Litigation needs to be continued as well, or else people will
continue to engage in criminal behavior with little fear of
consequence.

If the threat of being caught is present, then fewer

people would commit piracy.

Software piracy will probably never be

extinguished, but it can be reduced or deterred.

Through education

(awareness programs and company policies), technical support
(hardware and software protection made by software companies),
and legal efforts (random audits, law suits, fines, and jail time)
individuals and companies can be deterred from pirating software.
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Computer
Today,

Crime

computers are an integral part of life for both business

and everyday activities.

However, they are leading to a huge cnme

wave and the subsequent loss of billions of dollars for U.S.
corporations.

This crime wave is not just composed of outside-the-

company computer users, but also insiders who are stealing directly
from their own company.

The laws cannot always keep up with

these new types of computer crime and the controls of the company
cannot keep up with the criminal mind's stealing techniques.

It is

estimated that only 11 % of all computer crimes committed are
reported.

With such a high probability of not being reported there

is not much deterring these criminals.

There is evidence that

computer crime is getting bigger and bigger everyday.

According to

USA Research, which specializes in analyzing technology companies,
"hacker attacks on U.S. work place computers increased from

339,000 in 1989 to 684,000 in 1991. "

(Flanagan

and

White collar crime, where people steal directly

McMenamin,1992;186 )

from their own company, former companies, or companies they
associate with, is estimated to cost U.S. corporations over $100 billion
a year.

This type of crime is rapidly growing.

Between the years of

1983 and 1992 cases of fraud and embezzlement increased from 25%
to 56%.

(Touby, 1993; 25 )

As we approach the twenty-first century,

it is increasingly

evident that computers dominate a large part of our lives.

The range

of impact extends from automated teller machines to electronic
message systems.

Computer technology now permeates every
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aspect of our social, political and economic environment.

The

millions of computers used by our business and government sectors,
plus the individuals around the country who own personal
computers illustrates the extent to which America has become
dependent upon modern computer technology.
As this dependency on computers continues to increase, the
likelihood that we will become targets of computer crime will also
mcrease.

Experts agree that the United States is continually moving

toward a paperless society.

(Verity. 1994;

12-18)

It is logical to assume

that this kind of change will provide a fertile environment for thefts,
frauds and other abuse by computers.

In contrast to a paper-based

system, in which white collar crimes can be detected through paper
trails, modern technology would appear to facilitate the commission
of these offenses, for much of what transpires is never captured on
paper.

This danger, recognized in recent years as deserving of

national attention, poses a threat to not only individuals and
corporations, but to America's well-being.

Already, the growing

level of criminal offenses involving computers is said to cost the
nation in excess of $1 billion annually. ( Bequai, 1983; 3 ) Like other
white collar crimes, computer rip-offs are characterized by deceit
and concealment, and are not dependent upon the direct application
of physical force or violence.

Instead, perpetrators are professionals

who use their intellect, education and technical know-how to
accomplish their primary objective of obtaining money and property.
Because computer criminals are not viewed as a serious threat to
society by either the public or our criminal justice system, few are
ever referred to the courts for prosecution.
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As a result, management,

m part, encourages computer cnme by sweeping the problem under
the rug and leaving the organization open to more audacious attacks
by these felons.
Ironically, many businesses and government agencies also
unknowingly promote theft and abuse by computer.

By failing to

enact security measures to safeguard their computer systems, these
institutions make it easy for dishonest employees or outsiders to gain
unauthorized access to their files.

Unfortunately, the problem of

nonexistent security is also aggravated by management's lack of
training and education in the area of computer technology.
Despite the lax environment in which it operates. there are
several additional factors that make computer technology inherently
vulnerable to criminal attack and abuse:

First, the computer, as a

representation of the evils associated with technology, becomes a
prime target for frustrated individuals.

Second, without the ability

to think, it is a ready-made vehicle, or willing accomplice, to anyone
who employs it for criminal purposes.

Third, because it is so

complex, the uneducated user is conditioned to accept computer
technology as a truism and not question it, even when logic dictates
otherwise.

Finally, and perhaps most significant of all, is the fact that

it operates within an already corrupt environment.

( Bequai, 1983 ;4, 5 )

In the absence of a commitment to ethical responsibility, computer
technology easily lends itself to dishonest employees and greedy
bureaucrats who anyone can read about in any newspaper or
magazine.
Flanagan and McMenamin describe what they call the
cybercrooks who use computers and telecommunication links to steal
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valuable information, phone services, software, credit card numbers,
and cash.

Cybercrooks also sell their services and techniques to

other people. ( F lan agen

and

McMenarnin, 1992; 184)

In a highly publicized

computer theft, a hacker broke into Citibank's computers and
skimmed thousands of dollars.

The hacker claims that over a three

month period he skimmed off a penny or so from each account and
quit after he reached $200,000.

The amazing and confusing thing

about this reported accomplishment is,
or not this really occurred.

there is no evidence whether

Donn Parker of consultants SRI

International says, "such a 'salami attack' is definitely possible,
especially for an insider."

( Flanagen

and

McMenarnin, 1992;186)

With this

type of crime occurring with no proof of whether or not it happened,
it becomes a very tempting way of getting rich.
Not only do cybercrooks steal money and access numbers, they
also steal vital information that can cause a great deal of trouble if
the information gets in the wrong hands.

One hacker has reportedly

stolen an East German Stasi secret bomb report and sold it to the
Turkish Mafia.

( Flanagan

and

McMenarnin, 1992;

186)

This type of crime

can put many other people in harm's way besides those from whom
the information is stolen.

Many hackers do not realize the harm they

are doing because it is a faceless crime and they are indirectly
hurting someone, but, as we have talked about, their crime can be
much worse than just hurting a few people.
the medium of cellular phones.
growmg.

Cybercrooks love to use

This type of crime is rapidly

Chuck Owens, chief of the FBI's economic crime unit, will

not talk about ongoing cases, but states that extortion by computer is
the newest type of cybercrime.
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This is where a hacker says "give me

money or I will crash your system."

(Flanagan

and

McMenamin,

1992;186)

This can be an incredibly costly crime because if a hacker crashes a
company's system it can shut the entire company down for a
considerable period of time.
Computer technology appears to be very complex, but the
computer's function remains simple in its basic operation.
simplicity encourages widespread use, which
to white collar crime.

This

exposes the computer

There are five stages to every computer

function, and misuse can occur during any one of them.

The first

function is at the input stage, where information is translated into a
language the computer can understand.
or removing key input documents,

employees are able to cause

serious problems for their organization .
at the output stage.

This

By altering of current data

The second function occurs

information ends up in the users hands.

Crimes and abuses often take the form of thefts of data, customer
lists, trade secrets and other valuable confidential information and
frequently involve conspiracies between dishonest employees and
outsiders.

The programming stage is the third function and consists

of providing the computer with step-by-step instructions for solving
many problems.

Due to the highly technical nature of this operation,

unethical programmers and consultants commit the majority of its
computer-related thefts and abuses.
area of a computer's operations,
petty offenses take place.

The fourth function is in the

at this stage a large percentage of

There have been numerous cases, many of

which are not prosecuted, where employees have illegally used their
employer's computer to conduct their own private businesses.

The

fifth function is at the transmission stage, where telephone circuit
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lines are used to transmit data back and forth between computers.
Criminals gain access to this electronic flow of data

and are able to

extract or copy desired information from an organization's corporate
files.
As we have seen, computer technology easily lends itself to an
array of

white collar crimes.

When responding to the above factors,

it is imperative that today's management understand and be ready
to identify the conditions and environment which give rise to such
offenses.

Executives need not become experts, but they must surely

be aware of current trends that have a profound impact on their
organization.

By acknowledging its existence and subsequently

taking steps to prevent it, our society will not have to fall victim to
the threat of computer crime.
Like other types of criminal behavior, one finds computer
abuses generally fall into some type of fixed patterns. In compiling
this research, three main types or categories of computer related
cnmes have surfaced: (I) economic, which involves financial thefts,
frauds and abuses of data (2) personal rights, which involves thefts
of property and unauthorized use of services, and (3) special interest,
which involves vandalism, sabotage and espionage.

In many

instances, the computer plays a key role, serving as both the target
and vehicle of the criminal.
The first type of offense, economic, which was stated earlier,
equates to financial thefts, frauds, and abuses of data,

is usually

found in environments where the computer is used for recording,
processing, storing and maintaining financial data files.

For example,

in an embezzlement, larceny, or electronic funds transfer, the
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criminal manipulates data representing assets such as cash or
deposits, and claims these for his/her own benefit.

Unlike traditional

fraud, objects taken away by the perpetrator in these computer
crimes are primarily intangible, because the data is not stored on
paper but is in computer-readable concentrated form.

As

corporations and the government turn to computer technology to
handle payrolls, credit listings, and billing procedures, they open
themselves up to more sophisticated computer-related pilferage
schemes.
As the United States moves from a manual cash-based system
to the computer age, there is great concern about the scope and
extent of potential damage caused by computer theft.

Since its loses

are not limited by an actual amount of physical goods, manipulations
of intangibles generally result in greater losses than classical forms
of fraud; in fact, "while the traditional embezzler steals $10,000, on
average, by juggling an employer's books, the automated embezzler
makes between $500,000 and $1 million from each occurrence."
( Be qua i ,

1983 ; 34 )

Furthermore, because information about these

assets is no longer captured in visible form, organizations are
challenged by even greater problems in the detection and
prosecution of such crimes.

Since finger-prints, forgeries and paper

trails are things of the past, this leads to an urgent need for
improved controls on data processing systems.
The second type of offense, personal rights. which as we have
stated earlier, equates to thefts of property and unauthorized use of
services, while bearing a close resemblance to financial thefts, relies
upon the use of the computer to pilfer or divert personal property
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belonging to another, with the intention of selling it to legitimate
sources at a later date.

In these types of cases, the computer

becomes a participant involved in an illegal act.

For example, "a

California case involving a telephone company, describes their
technique where-by a group of felons were able to steal more than
$500,000 in valuable electronic equipment."

Using a secret access

code, the group telephoned its order and instructed the computer
where to ship the merchandise."

( Be qua i, 19 8 3; 19 )

As evidenced by

this case, once a loophole in the victim's computer system has been
discovered, offenders are able to exploit modern technology with
relative ease.

Because the computer now makes it possible to

transfer large inventories of goods at the press of a single button,
poor internal controls give the dishonest insider unrestricted access
to the employer's inventory files and allow his/her illegal acts to go
unnoticed.

But in the end, the costs of such crimes are not incurred

only by the affected businesses.

They are usually passed on to

consumers to be borne by society as a whole.
Peat Marwick ran a study where 76% of the compames
surveyed had experienced fraud in their organization within the last
year.

The

average cost to companies was $200,000.

Joseph T. Wells,

chairman of ACFE, (Association of Certified Fraud Examiners)
estimated that between 2 - 5 o/c of each sales dollar must be charged
to the customer to make up for losses due to internal crime.
( Toub y , 19 9 3 ; 2 5 )

White collar crime is generally done in a manner

where small amounts of money are taken over a long period of time.
An example of this happened with the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC).

Between 1991 and 1993, an employee stole
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$45,000 by forging receipts and signatures on petty cash vouchers.
The most he could have taken with each voucher was $100 without
drawing any suspicion , so he wrote numerous vouchers to achieve
the full $45 ,000.

( T o ub y , 19 9 3 ; 2 6)

This indicates that the small crime

can add up to thousands and possibly millions over a long time
period.
The third type of offense is special interest, which as we have
stated earlier, equates to vandalism, sabotage and espionage.

Even

though it accounts for only a fraction of incidents , the most costly
form of white collar crime is the theft of trade secrets.

The president

of the investigative firm, The Fairfax Group , says, "Trade-secret theft
is more damaging than regular crimes.

It is like stealing the

lifeblood of a company because you could be taking the fruits of
years of research and development."

(Touby,

19 9 3 ; 2 6 )

Another

example of stealing trade secrets involved both the Dre sser-Rand Co .
and Elliot Co. who both make compressor components.

Salespeople

from both companies stole millions of dollars of research and
development information.

The companies discovered the problem

when their customers said they could get the same products for
lower prices from a "Gypsy manufacturer."

Gypsy manufacturers are

small manufacturers that start with no research and development of
their own .

The theft of trade secrets put the Gypsy manufacturers at

a huge advantage and cost Dresser-Rand Co. and Elliot Co. a great deal
of money.

(Touby ,

19 9 3 ; 2 6, 2 7 )

The opportunity for white collar crime grows with the size of
the corporation.

When companies merge and become bigger the

money involved in embezzlement, fraud , and check forgerie s also
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nses.

There was a case where a man in charge of commodities for a

small bank was embezzling profits for years and when it merged
with another bank, he did it for the combined banks on a larger
basis.

He eventually got away with $8 million.
This crime wave is not nearly over.

acquisitions, firings , and restructuring,

( T o ub y, 19 9 3 ; 2 7)

With so many mergers ,

employees no longer feel

loyalty to a corporation and feel more and more insecure about their
jobs.

"White collar crime is so common-place it has formed the

Milken-as-Hero theory.

This theory states that white collar cnme is

so prevalent it is almost acceptable ."

( T ouby, 19 9 3 ; 2 7 -2 9)

Michael

Milken stole hundreds of millions of dollars trading junk-bonds , thus
he seems like a success since white collar crime is so accepted.

One

thing that most companies can agree on is that white collar crime's
biggest accomplices are at the top of the corporate ladder of a
company.

Joe Mele of National Crime Prevention states, "when

employee theft takes place , I think management either acquiesces or
telegraphs subliminally that it is o.k. to steal. "

( T o u by, 19 9 3 ; 2 9)

The

classic case of white collar crime occurred with a commodities trader.
When auditors asked him about some irregularities he said he was
going to his office to get the papers they needed.

While they waited ,

he slipped out the back door and the next time they heard from him
he called from Brazil.

They had thought he stole only about $1

million, but it was actually $8 million.

He said they could have $4

million back for clemency and let him return to the United States or
he would stay in Brazil with the full $8 million. The company decided
to take the $4 million and did not press charges.
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( Touby , 19 9 3 ; 3 o )

As seen in the discussion of computer and white collar cnme,
the ongoing trend of increased computer technology and efficiency
has also produced a flip side of new and more complicated ways for
people to commit these types of crimes.

In this era of increasing

computer dependence, matched with increasing corporate disloyalty ,
computer theft and espionage have become common occurrences .
Corporations use many different internal controls and preventive
measures in order to deter and apprehend these criminals.

These

measures range from actually monitoring employees on a routine
basis to introducing deliberate errors into the system as a system of
checking.

These preventions al so cause problems between

employees and their management.

The main problem concerns an

employee's right to privacy in and out of the workplace in opposition
to a corporation's right and need to safeguard its reputation and
assets by monitoring employee productivity.
A good example of the need to monitor employee s and the
employees' reactions to this questionable break of their privacy is
highlighted in the case of Anna Shoars and the Epson Computer
Company.

Ms. Shoars was responsible for installing the electronic

mail system at Epson and training its employees in its use and other
applicable communications uses in Epson' s network.

\ Jaco bs, 1994 ; ~4 i

Upper management at Epson had told Shoars that the
communications system would be totall y private, and she assured
the employees using these communications of their privacy.

Later,

she discovered that these communications were actually being
monitored by her supervisor, the manager of the mainframe who
stored , routed, and maintained this s vstem .
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He was, in fact , reading ,

copymg, and storing the mail sent through the network perhaps for
future documentation or reference.

Shoars complained to her

employers and was promptly fired.

Later, she, along with many of

the employees at Epson who felt they were being violated, filed a
lawsuit against their employer.

This case was dismissed from court

because the defendant, Epson, argued that the state privacy statutes
do not include either e-mail or its usage in the workplace.

The

California lawmakers did not intend for these laws to protect an
employee or his or her actions in the workplace.

T.he final outcome

of this case is still pending in the California State Court of Appeals.
( Jacobs,

1994;24)

This is just one of the endless examples of corporations'
justifiable need to monitor their employees in order to prevent the
corruption and degradation that often occur when companies give
their employees free reign with little or no monitoring of the systems
being used in the workplace.

Although there was not any corruption

involved in the Epson case, it still felt the need to use this monitoring
system as a preventive measure.

Because of all of the previously

mentioned crimes being committed that have resulted in little legal
action and, in some cases, decimation of a corporation's funds, assets,
and reputation, it is not surprising that one in five companies
electronically eavesdrops or monitors its employees in the
workplace.

Although only 3 .1 % of these corporations will admit to

the use of these electronic monitoring procedures more than fifty
percent of the time, over seventy percent have used these
preventive measures in the past year.

( Jacobs, 1994;21 )

These figures

show that because of this trend towards increasing employee
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disloyalty, in conjunction with the lack of restraining laws outlining
an employer's rights to monitor their employees, many corporations
are willing to chance legal action in order to maintain a tighter reign
on their employees and increase the amount of internal control.
There are a variety of ways for corporations to prevent and
protect themselves from the embarrassment of the occurrence of
these crimes.

Many of these techniques employ seemingly obvious

protocols that corporations should follow in order to keep their
internal control working.

Furthermore, there are steps that can be

taken to allow a company to decrease its amount of employee
monitoring and uphold a technologically sound internal control
structure.

Most of them deal with the accounting process and ways

to segregate it in order to prevent too much employee control in one
area.

Other prevention techniques deal with understanding the

character of prospective employees and conducting thorough background or history checks.

The latter, however, must be done with

utmost care and approval by the employee in question.
The first few examples of preventing crimes in the workplace
follow the allegory "don't let the wolves guard the chicken coop."
(T ouby, 19 9 3; 3 o)

tool.

This, when taken in the right context, is a very useful

It addresses the segregation of employee power and controlling

the authorization of related transactions.

For example, an employee

should not control the sales vouchers, inventory vouchers, returns
procedure, and cash or credit handling for the corporation's product
or products.

This increases the amount of internal control and

decreases the chances for any one employee to be able to steal from
his or her work.

This is an important concept in dealing with all of
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the different parts of a company's infrastructure, and this proposed
system of checks and balances is the strongest control of a
corporation's cash, assets, and inventory.
Giving authorization to more than one employee is essential m
maintaining a strict internal control.

By segregating the duties

among several employees, no one person should have enough
responsibility to undermine the organization without colluding with
other employees.

Collusion, however, is often next to impossible to

stop because it involves a group of individuals who cumulatively
have the power to let some things slip through the cracks of internal
control.

Furthermore, the development of the intense, undetectable

schemes are new in each case and usually detectable only after the
employees have gotten what they were after.
Another useful prevention measure to insure employee loyalty
and integrity is the use of prescreening and reference checks .
Prescreening is highly successful in estimating a prospective
employee's moral, integral, and ethical standards.

"Companies that

use integrity tests are far less likely to experience losses than
companies that don't screen at all."

( T ouby ,

19 9 3 ; 3 4 )

It has been

estimated that these types of tests can help corporations to prevent
10% to 30% of cumulative potential losses.

Some common

characteristics that companies watch for in these tests that can be
related to the characteristics of the average white collar offender are
tendencies towards "irresponsibility , lack of dependability, and
disregard for rules and social norms."

( T ou b y , 19 9 3 ; 3 4 )

Probably the most important and valuable check on a
corporation' s internal control structure and computer systems is the
6I

introduction of deliberate errors in the data produced.

Using this as

a check against employee figures and data can produce many
inconstancies that often lead to the trail of a potential crime.

This

error system should be fully random and without employee
knowledge to be effective.

Not only does this keep employees sharp,

it can produce surprising results and checks on the production,
accounting, and inventory problems.

( Touby, 19 9 3; 3 4 )

The final consideration in the area of prevention is the most
important.

Keeping employees totally informed on all company

policies and procedures is integral to the development of a good
internal control structure and good relations between upper
management and

employees.

If the employees know the rules of the

computer network and company policy concerning all aspects of the
organization, then they know when their actions are questionable.
Furthermore, if the employees know the rules, know they are being
monitored, and know to watch their individual actions, it is far less
likely there will be a chance for miscommunication between
management and employees resulting in policy fraud.

Another

essential characteristic of management policy is the fact that it
should be understood before employees begin their work in the
corporation.

By keeping their policies known to employees and

making sure they are upheld and enforced, today's corporations can
develop a good working relationship between management and
employees and minimize legal action as a result of miscommunications.

(Touby,1993;35)

With all of the problems of computer crime and white collar
crime, it is very important for companies to maintain strict internal
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control structures.

These practices and procedures as discussed

previously are just some of the many protocols that corporations use
to monitor their employees and protect their reputations, assets, and
products.

By upholding their procedures and policies and keeping up

with the current trends and laws concerning their rights as
corporations to protect themselves they stand a better chance of
surviving in today's business world.
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Conclusion
Morals and ethics apply to every individual. Whether a person
chooses to recognize this or not,

is his or her decision.

that some individuals are completely devoid of morals
fact that they choose to take part in criminal activity.

It is obvious
due to the
Yet it can be

questioned as to whether criminals believe that their behavior lives
up to certain personal ethical standards.

This point can be argued,

yet it is important to note that every individual forms his or her own
set of moral standards.

These morals are taught throughout

childhood and acquired through experiences.

Without actually

knowing it, people exhibit their morals everyday through their
actions.

It is when individuals are called upon to make decisions
involving some sort of conflict that they
ethical standards.

question

their morals or

This happens frequently in the business world

where employees are forced to make decisions which may have
direct effects on their personal lives.

It is in these cases, that

individuals must have confidence in their own code of ethics or give
in to the pressures of the workplace.

When facing decisions such as

these, individuals can ask themselves the following ethics check
questions taken from the book The Power of Ethical Management by
Blanchard and Peale;
1. Is it legal? Will I be violating either civil law or company
policy?
2. Is it balanced? Is it fair to all concerned in the short term as
well as the long term?
Does it promote win-win relationships?
3. How will it make me feel about myself? Will it make me proud?
Would I feel good if my clecision was published in the
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newspaper? Woulti I feel gooti if my family knew about it?
(Blanchard and Peale,1988;20)

Computer ethics becomes at times a question of personal judgment
and morals.

When facing a difficult decision dealing with computer

ethics, an individual should answer these questions to help
determine which choices are ethical.
the first

If an individual answers yes to

question and no to all of the others, he or she can be pretty

sure that they are dealing with an unethical situation.

These

questions are meant to help individuals keep their ethics or morals
"in check."
Computer ethics is a real concept, one that should not be
ignored.

In the information-based society in which we live

computers as we have discussed in this thesis, are becoming more
and more important.

The information they provide and the functions

they perform are more and more vital to society.

This is precisely

why the concept of computer ethics needs to be taken seriously.
way this can begin is through education.

One

People studying computer

science and technology as well as other computer professionals need
to be taught an ethical code of computer conduct.

After discussing

the area of computer ethics with several business professionals and
computer science majors,

the general feeling I gained was that if it

came down to a choice between self-interest and moral principle,
they felt that they would choose to act out of self-interest.
of this attitude.

Because

it is clear that computer ethics classes need to be

taught.
There are some codes of conduct which have been established
for computer professionals.

The British Computer Society, the

Institute for Certified Computer Professionals, the Data Processing
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Management Association, and the Association for Computing
Machinery have all formulated ethical codes of conduct.

The

establishment of these codes is an attempt to raise the ethical
standards of the computer industry.

Codes such as these really

cannot force people to act ethically, they can only guide people m an
ethical direction.
concept.

Computer ethics is a very real and relevant

All computer professionals and end-users should be

familiar with the ethical use of a computer.

It is therefore evident

that the topic of ethics as it relates to computers needs to be taught
to everyone.

It is a broad topic, encompassing many ethical issues.

The establishment of codes of conduct is a necessary step which
organizations must take in making the computer world aware of
their ethical responsibilities.
The final issue dealing with computer ethics is the role
computers play in criminal activity.

Whenever a computer is used as

a tool to commit a crime, it is called a computer crime.

However,

actual punishment of these crimes is a difficult accomplishment.

The

laws regarding computer crimes have got to be brought up to today's
technological standards and enforced to the same level of standards
and penalties as any other enforceable law dealing with crime.
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